Aura Rinoa
Scritto da Gianluca

I’m a just a girl like every other girl in the world…but I have a great passion: Cosplaying!
My passion started in the early 2003 when I went to Lucca Comics & Games and I saw
some people dressed as videogames characters. In 2004 I decided to go back to Lucca with
the Cosplay of
Rinoa Heartilly
from
Final Fantasy VIII
: I realized a dream!
From that day I discovered a new world full of friends and fun.
Today I have more than 15
costumes, all made by me (I’m good at crafting objects rather than tailoring, so I often ask for
my mother’s help)
.. and my passion grows day after day.
In 2008 I won the first award as Cosplay Queen during Cartoomics together with my
bestfriend:
Alessio .
During the same year, with my group of
Reyarth
, I won the
Magic KnightS Award
!
And, during Lucca Comics 2008, I won an award as " Best Fantasy Costume " with my
Paladin Bloodelf Cosplay (Tier 2) set improved For Lucca Comics, we've been hired by
Upper Deck Italy
: a famous society which produces Yu-Gi-Oh and World of Warcraft cards, in order to become
their "images" by standing inside the games area of the convention.
Apart from Cosplaying, I love drawing, paiting and travelling. I think that one of the best thing
we can do in our life is to travel around the world and make new experiences. I actually work
as webdesigner for an agency here in Palermo, but I work as freelance too. I enjoy very
much making websites.. so if you need one, don't hesitate asking me!
If you want so see my works, please visit my online portfolio !
Lately I listen to every kind of music. I loke Rock, such as Paparoach, Nickelback and so on..
My favourite color is pink
(cant u see?
) but I love also purple and black. I think it's enough. If you intrested in my life please visit my
Deviantart
account or my
blog
but pay attention, this one is in Italian only!
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